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CFM ISDiversified Trust 
Performance Report - November 2016 

Dear Partners/Investors, 

CFM Institutional Systematic Diversified Trust, an equally weighted allocation to CFM's Institutional 

Systematic suite of products, had estimated net performance of -1.4954% MTD and +0.28% YTD.  

As of end-November 2016, at 9% volatility, CFM ISDiversified had AUM of US$643m, the IS products in total 

had AUM of US$1.5bn and CFM firm-wide AUM stood at US$7.1bn. 

MONTHLY RETURN - CFM ISDIVERSIFIED TRUST: -1.4954% 

Long-Term Trend Following: -1.01%i 

Donald Trump’s surprise election to the White House was undoubtedly the dominant theme of November. The 

conciliatory tone of his comments following the results reversed the market’s initially negative reaction, leading 

to strong reversals in many assets, as the “Trumpflation” trade took hold. Mr. Trump’s election promise to 

boost infrastructure spending and cut taxes pushed bonds down and the dollar up, on the basis of the Fed 

needing to raise rates far quicker than anticipated, had the status quo been maintained under a Hillary Clinton 

presidency. The reversals were generally negative for trend following and the program saw every asset class 

detracting from performance. The worst performing sector was commodities, followed by interest rates; while 

FX and equity indices delivered less negatively but in approximately equal amounts. 

The commodity sector was the worst performer with grains being the only sub-sector to deliver positively. Live 

cattle futures rose in November against the program’s short positions, making meats the worst performing 

commodity sub-sector. Softs also detracted with sugar and coffee falling and delivering negatively for the 

program’s long positions; the latter collapsing in tandem with the fall in the value of the Brazilian Real. Copper 

rose impressively through the month, the red metal taking advantage of Mr. Trump’s promise of infrastructure 

spending. The program was short going into November and reversed its position on the strength of the rise, 

finishing the month long, but slightly detracting from performance in the process. 

Bonds sold off sharply through November as the market priced in the Fed’s presumed tightening in December, 

with Mr. Trump’s inflationary election promises adding weight to the need for rate hikes. Interest rates 

rebounded in Europe with Mario Draghi hinting that the ECB’s bond purchases were set to continue as inflation 

continued to stay below the central bank’s target. Long positions in the French OAT, Italian BTP futures and 

Korean 3-year futures were the worst performers through the month while the program’s short positions on 

US treasury futures proved profitable. 

Despite the initial sell-off following the announcement of Donald Trump’s election, the S&P 500 rose 3.4% in 

November. The program was overall long US equities and therefore took advantage of the move. European 

indices did not fare so well and finished out the month flat/negative. The worst performer for the program was 

the FTSE 100 which fell against the program’s long positions. FX performance for trend following was slightly 

negative with the program’s short Mexican Peso contributing positively to performance, while longs in the 

Japanese Yen were the biggest source of negative performance. 

November’s reversals have seen the program change positioning accordingly heading into December. Bond 

positioning has now flipped to being net short while Short Term Interest Rate futures positioning remains net 

long. Commodity positions have flipped for metals with a net short in base going long and a net long in precious 

going short. FX positions remain slightly long dollar while equity indices are net long across the three 

geographic zones. The worst period for the program was from 10 through 16 November, losing in excess of 

1%. 

Equity Market Neutral: +0.15%i 

Momentum: -0.28% i 

The Momentum strategy was negative across all zones this month, with the exception of the US, where it was 

flat. The best and worst sectors were Financial and Basic Materials, respectively. On 11 November, the 

program benefitted from a share price jump of Nvidia, a consequence of the surprisingly positive earnings 

results of the visual computing company. 
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Value: +0.40% i 

The Value cluster continued its positive trend in November and delivered positive returns in the US and Japan, 

while it was flat elsewhere. Moreover, the portfolio held long positions on Western Refining Inc. shares on 17 

November, when the acquisition agreement for a 25% premium from Tesoro Corp. was made public. The 

system profited from this acquisition, which will create a new giant in the crude oil refining sector. 

Quality: +0.03% i 

The performance of the Quality program is the result of a strong positive return in the two Consumer sectors, 

and a negative results in all the other industry sectors. The month-end performance was heterogeneous from 

a geographical perspective as well, with the US positive and Europe and Japan negative. This strong 

dispersion is a sign of the high volatility in the fundamental market neutral space. Our global and diversified 

Quality portfolio managed to navigate this difficult environment and was flat at the end of the month. 

Risk Premia: -0.78% i 

FX Carry Trade: -0.23% i 

The predominant theme in the world of FX was the rise of the dollar on the back of the election of Donald 

Trump to the US presidency; November’s FX carry positioning resulted in a moderate decline in performance. 

Among the major casualties were the Euro, the Yen and the Australian dollar while the market’s Trumpometer, 

the Mexican Peso fell by 10%, the Turkish Lira also fell by the same amount with both detracting from 

performance for the program. Turkey’s currency sold off on the news of the election of Donald Trump but was 

also hit by the EU’s decision to freeze talks with Ankara regarding the country’s future membership, citing a 

worsening record on human rights, the currency’s decline resulting in the program’s worst performing currency 

for the month. Short positioning for the Swiss Franc, the Euro and the Japanese Yen all delivered positively 

for the program with the Swiss currency providing the best performance in November. The program lost slightly 

more than 0.4% in the period following the election of Donald Trump as US president from November 9 to 11; 

this was the worst period of consecutive negative days in November. 

Short Volatility: -0.54% i 

The surprise result of the US election created a spike in implied volatilities across the board, although 

developed market equity volatilities have now fallen back to more normal levels heading into December. 

Implied volatilities for the Euro and for US treasuries, meanwhile, continue to be elevated as we hit month-

end. The short volatility program delivered negatively in November with losses coming mainly from hedged 

options on the Nikkei 225, the Euro, the US 10-year note and Gold. The worst performer was short Nikkei; the 

Japanese equity market rallying significantly in the second half of the month as the Yen tumbled against the 

dollar, boosting the performance of export heavy Japanese stocks. Short hedged option positions in the Euro 

detracted from performance as Euro volatility continued to rally throughout November, seeing out the month 

at levels close to those seen following the Brexit referendum result, as the European single currency tumbled 

against the strengthening greenback. Hedged options on US 10-year notes and Gold delivered negatively in 

equal amounts, both responding to the “Trumpflation” trade of a hawkish Fed and a strengthening dollar. The 

post-US-election volatility resulted in a more than 0.5% loss for the program from November 9 through 11, 

which was the worst period for the month.  

Please feel free to contact us for any additional information or with any questions you may have. 

 

The Board: Jean-Philippe Bouchaud, Philippe Jordan, Laurent Laloux, Marc Potters, Jacques Saulière

 

i The returns of CFM ISDiversified's underlying strategies (Long-Term Trend Following, Equity Market Neutral, Risk Premia) represent 

gross estimated "carve-out" figures from trading in actual accounts and may therefore be considered as hypothetical. They are based 
on the benchmark fund, CFM ISDiversified Fund LP - USD 6% Volatility.   

                                                      

 

 

 



CFM ISDiversified Trust
Systematic Alternative Beta

Unit Price A$ .98215
November ROR -1.47 %
Year to date ROR -1.20 %
FUM ISD Trust A$48m
FUM1 ISD Strategy US$634m

Estimated Monthly Report - November 2016

Fund Details
Fund Objective To achieve long-term capital apprecia-

tion through returns that seek to be un-
correlated with traditional asset classes.
The Fund targets a Sharpe Ratio ex-
ceeding 0.8 over the investment cycle.

Benchmark N/A

Inception Date 11 Nov 2015

APIR PIM0034AU

Mgt Fee 1 %

Performance fee 10 %

Buy/sell N/A

Min Investment $ 50,000

Distribution frequency Yearly as at 30 June

Pricing Weekly

Investor time horizon 3 - 5 years

CFM ISDiversified Strategies
Futures Long Term Trend Following: momentum

in five asset classes

Risk Premia

FX Carry Trade: long high-yielding cur-
rencies; short low-yielding currencies
Short Volatility: short delta-hedged op-
tions at constant risk

Equity Market Neutral

Momentum: long term trend on stock
residuals
Value: long value (low price to funda-
mentals) and short growth (high price to
fundamentals)
Quality: assessing stock quality using
fundamental data
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Risk Allocation by Strategy

Monthly Returns since Inception (%)

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

2015 0.0 -0.5 -0.5
2016 1.5 -0.2 -0.1 -3.1 0.9 -1.1 1.3 0.5 1.0 -0.2 -1.5 -1.2

Performance Figures (%)
3 months 6 months Calendar YTD 1 Year 2 Years Since Inception

(annualised) (annualised)

CFM ISDiversified Trust 2 -0.7 0.0 -1.2 -1.7 -1.6
Offshore strategy in USD 3 -0.8 -0.4 -2.2 -2.9 2.2 5.8



OFFSHORE STRATEGY IN USD 3

Performance Analysis

Since Inception Last 12 months

Total Cumulative Return 18.0 % -2.9 %
Annualized Rate of Return 5.8 % -2.9 %
% of Positive Months 60.0 % 41.7 %
Best Month 4.4 % 1.4 %
Worst Month -3.3 % -3.3 %
Peak to Valley Drawdown -4.3 % -4.3 %
Annualized Standard Deviation 5.7 % 4.7 %
Sharpe Ratio 1.0 -
Correlation 5 between ISDiversified and

HFRX Global HF4 0.31 0.03
Barclay’s Global Agg6 0.18 0.46
MSCI World Index7 0.22 0.01

Cumulative Returns since Inception
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Monthly Returns since Inception (%)

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

2014 -2.1 2.4 0.2 -0.1 2.3 1.0 0.2 3.1 0.8 1.6 2.7 0.8 13.8
2015 -0.1 1.9 0.9 -2.0 1.4 -1.6 4.4 -1.4 2.8 -0.4 0.8 -0.7 6.1
2016 1.4 -0.4 -0.2 -3.3 0.7 -1.2 1.2 0.4 1.0 -0.2 -1.5 -2.2

CONTACTS
Tel: 1800-435-788
web: CFMAltBeta.com.au
e-mail: cfm@cfmaltbeta.com.au

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
This document is issued by Capital Fund Management LLP (”CFM LLP”) in relation to the CFM Institutional Systematic
Diversified Trust (the ”Fund”). Pursuant to ASIC Class Order 03/1099, CFM LLP, the investment manager of the Fund,
is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license under the Corporations Act. CFM LLP
is regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority under the law of England and Wales, which differ from Australian
laws. The Trust Company (RE Services) Limited ABN 45 003 278 831, AFSL 235 150 (”Perpetual”) is the trustee of, and
issuer of units in the Fund. The information provided in this document is general information only and does not constitute
investment or other advice. The content of this document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to subscribe for
units in the Fund. CFM LLP accepts no liability for any inaccurate, incomplete or omitted information of any kind or any
losses caused by using this information. Any investment decision in connection with the Fund should only be made based
on the information contained in the applicable Product Disclosure Statement of the Fund. Performance figures assume
reinvestment of income. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. An investment in the Fund
carries significant risk of loss. Neither CFM LLP nor Perpetual guarantee repayment of capital or any particular rate of
return from the Fund. Neither CFM LLP nor Perpetual give any representation or warranty as to the reliability or accuracy
of the information contained in this document. All opinions and estimates included in this document constitute judgments
of CFM LLP as at the date of this document and are subject to change without notice.

1FUM based on the leveraged equity of the Master fund of CFM ISDiversified.
2Returns based on the official NAV of CFM Institutional Systematic Diversified Trust - AUD 6% Volatility.
3The benchmark fund is CFM Institutional Systematic Diversified Fund LP - USD 6% volatility
4HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index
5Correlation coefficients are calculated using daily time series
6Barclays Capital Global Aggregate Bond Index USD Hedged Standard Leverage
7MSCI World Index USD Daily Total Return Net

http://www.CFMAltBeta.com.au

